
 

 

 

          EYFS 1 DECISION HALF TERMLY UNIT FOCUS 
                                AS/RM-Animated story/Read to Me                   TC-Talking cards                 DD-Dilemma Drops    MV-Mindfulness Video 

  Shared F1 and 2 resource         F1 resource        F2 resource (Some extra Dilemma Drops are used to address children’s needs and experiences as they arise) 

 

 
 

 

 

  AUT 1A 

  

 AUT 1B 

   

 SPR 2A 

 

 SPR 2B 

 

SUM 3A 

 

SUM 3B 

 

     

F1 

 

 

       

Pink goes to Nursery 

School(AS/RM) 

Yellow returns to Nursery 

School (DD) 

Yellow learns about germs 

(AS/RM) 

Yellow learns about germs 

(TC) 

Pink goes to School (TC) 

Pink misses Mummy 

(AS/RM) 

Pink misses Mummy (TC) 

Pink feels worried (DD)  

Orange helps out (AS/RM) 

 

 

 

 

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR 

BODY (MV) 

FOREST JOURNEY YOGA 

Green’s Greens (AS/RM) 

Red visits the Dentists 

(AS/RM) 

Red brushes his teeth 

(AS/RM) 

It is Yellow’s Birthday 

(DD) 

Rainbow loves to dance 

(DD) 

Red needs the toilet 

(AS/RM) 

Pink Feels Worried (DD) 

Red visits the Dentists 

(TC) 

 

 

 

 

 

BEING KIND (MV) 

FOREST JOURNEY YOGA 

Yellow’s bedtime (AS/RM) 

Blue explores road Safety 

(AS/RM) 

Blue explores road Safety 

(SC) 

Purple is Poorly (AS/RM) 

Blue learns to share 

(AS/RM) 

Blue learns to share (SC) 

Yellow’s bedtime (SC) 

Red is Upset (DD) 

Yellow will not share (DD) 

Purple is Poorly TC) 

 

 

 

 

 

MAGIC CLOUD (MV) 

CLOUD JOURNEY YOGA 

Rainbow feels angry 

(AS/RM) 

Blue’s Indoor voice 

(AS/RM) 

Pink has a new brother 

(AS/RM) 

Blue wants to play a 

game (DD) 

Rainbow wants to play 

(DD) 

Yellow wants to play 

with orange (AS/RM) 

Purple the passenger 

(AS/RM) 

 

 

 

MANAGING ANGER 

(MV) 

CLOUD JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Pink’s screen time 

(AS/RM) 

Pink’s computer game 

(DD) 

Pink’s screen time (TC) 

Rainbow’s day out 

(AS/RM) 

Pink feels sad (AS/RM) 

Purple’s picture (DD) 

Purple’s pet bird 

(AS/RM) 

Purple is upset (DD) 

Orange moves house 

(AS/RM) 

 

 

 

BUTTERFLY MEADOW 

(MV) 

MEADOW JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Rainbow is going to the 

zoo (DD) 

Green gets glasses 

(AS/RM) 

Green’s glasses (DD) 

Green gets glasses (SC) 

Rainbow’s food journey 

(AS/RM) 

Rainbow’s food journey 

(SC) 

Rainbow visits the 

seaside (AS/RM) 

Rainbow visits the 

seaside (TC)   Orange 

feels worried (AS/RM) 

Blue’s best friend 

(AS/RM) 

Yellow goes on holiday 

(AS/RM) 

FLOWER BREATH (MV) 

OCEAN JOURNEY YOGA 



 

 

     

F2 

 

        

Pink goes to School 

(AS/RM) 

Pink goes to School (TC) 

Pink has a new brother 

(AS/RM) 

Why does Purple Play 

Differently? (TC) 

Rainbow loves to dance 

(DD) 

Green is moving up a 

year (AS/RM) 

Pink’s new classmate 

(DD) 

Pink has to get changed 

for P.E (DD) 

Blue’s Best Friend (SC) 

Red’s Playtime (DD) 

Orange goes swimming 

(AS/RM) 

 

 

 

 

MANAGING WORRY 

(MV) 

MEADOW JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Green’s Greens 

(AS/RM) 

Green’s Greens (SC) 

Yellow learns about 

germs (AS/RM) 

Yellow learns about 

germs (TC) 

Rainbow’s food 

Journey (AS/RM) 

Rainbow’s food 

journey (SC) 

Red has a wobbly 

tooth (DD) 

Blue bakes cakes (DD) 

Blue has forgotten her 

lunch(DD) 

Yellow’s new sister 

(DD) 

 

 

 

 

 

BEING KIND (MV) 

MEADOW JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Yellow’s bedtime 

(AS/RM) 

Yellow’s bedtime (SC) 

Blue explores road Safety 

(AS/RM) 

Blue explores road Safety 

(SC) 

Blue learns to share 

(AS/RM) 

Blue learns to share (SC) 

Green gets glasses 

(AS/RM) 

Green’s glasses (DD) 

Green gets glasses (SC) 

Red visits the Dentists 

(AS/RM) 

Red brushes his teeth 

(AS/RM) 

Red and his wellies (DD) 

Why does Purple play 

differently (AS/RM) 

Why does Purple play 

differently? (TC) 

MANAGING ANGER 

(MV) 

FOREST JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Rainbow feels angry 

(AS/RM) 

Blue’s Indoor voice 

(ASA/RM) 

Pink’s Screen time 

(AS/RM) 

Pink’s screen time 

(TC) 

Pink feels sad 

(AS/RM) 

Purple watches the 

news (AS/RM) 

Red’s Hearing Aid 

(AS/RM) 

Red’s Hearing Aid 

(SC) 

Green stays in 

hospital (AS/RM) 

Orange sleeps over 

(AS/RM) 

Red’s nut allergy 

(AS/RM) 

 

ENCHANTED 

FOREST (MV) 

FOREST JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Pink’s computer 

game (DD) 

Rainbow’s day out 

(AS/RM) 

Rainbow is going to 

the zoo (DD) 

Rainbow helps at 

home (AS/RM) 

Yellow play fights 

(AS/RM) 

Yellow gets cross 

with her parents and 

decides to run off 

(DD) 

Rainbow wants to 

play (DD) 

Green’s Daddy 

moves out (AS/RM) 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOWER BREATH 

(MV) 

OCEAN JOURNEY 

YOGA 

Pink feels sad (AS/RM) 

Rainbow visits the 

seaside (AS/RM) 

Rainbow visits the 

seaside (TC) 

Yellow’s bedtime (SC) 

Red has hurt his ankle 

(DD) 

Rainbow is moving 

house (DD) 

Yellow’s Dad has a new 

girlfriend (DD) 

Blue at the Shopping 

centre (DD) 

Blue gets lost  (AS/RM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOWER BREATH 

(MV) 

CLOUD JOURNEY 

YOGA 

 


